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The Life and Times of Fawlkner Yoru

Once upon a time there was little human boy who would have lived happily ever after except that he was

kidnapped, Verb - Past Participle , and trained by an evil vampire lady named Rosemary de las Yoru. This star

colored boy-turned-vampire came to be known as Fawlkner Yoru. Adverb , Veronica's estate was

attacked and Verb - Past Participle by a bunch of Noun - Plural and Noun - Plural . Fawlkner was

cast upon the Adjective world to go and Verb things all alone. But he got bored of killing things

and fell in love with a girl named Marian instead. Unfortunately, he Verb - Past Tense her by accident and

so was scarred for his eternal life. After about a Number years, things started looking up for Fawlkner,

until Simon Vantell decided he wanted to Verb him, and everything went to Location . Me met

Sienna, and had his first son, Noun . But Sienna forgot him and Angel Verb - Past Tense him. This

all made Fawlkner feel very Emotion . Then, Fawlkner was appointed Supreme Proper Noun Lord!

But this was not very Adjective , because he is not that into vampire. But it had its perks and with this

Adjective power Fawlkner was able to be more of a philanthropist. However, his son Angel kept going

on Adjective rages. Eventually he lost his mind and Fawlkner had to lock up his little star colored son

Adverb with the Guild and face Noun by the Council.

Fawlkner wishes we could say this was the end, but he is destined to live for Noun - Plural more years

after this.
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